The study of pairs of codes with mutually constant distances was initiated in [l] and continued in increasing generality by Delsarte, Piret, Hall, van Lint, Moers and culminated in [2]. In another direction, in [3] constant distance code pairs were analysed for Specified distances and also for non-binary alphabets. There, also extremal problems with constant parity of the Hamming distance were considered. We quickly report the results and conjectures. Let S, (n, 6) denote the set of those systems and set
Let S, (n, 6) denote the set of those systems and set
if n is odd.
) has been related t o the functions
for CY 2 4.
Theorem AI: For n E N, 0 5 6 5 n
Finally we come t o the subject of this paper. We introduce the function $ : N U (0) + (0, l}, where
and the parity function rI : uz=l(X," x X,") + ( 0 , l ) ( A , B) with A , B E X," has p p a r i t y , if
Define Pg(n) as the set of those p-parity pairs and define
This last quantity is known for all n and CY # 3, and QZ(n) is almost known.
Theorem A2 [3]:
For n E N and i 5 = 141 .
[g]
Conjecture Az: For cy = 3 we have
In the exceptional case n = 3 , p = 0 not covered, one readily verifies that The quantity & ( n ) = max{IAJ : A C X," has p-parity} has been determined in [3] for p = 0 (and all values for cy and n). There are only hounds for qt(n). Determine qA(n)!
